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A golden age for the Rhombe bauble
This year's new colours for the Rhombe decorative bauble are sure to delight incarnated Christmas
lovers. Gold, silver and a deep, dark grey bring an elegant touch to everything from a single ornamental
branch to the living room’s beautiful, classic Christmas tree.

The simple, expressive pattern on the classic Rhombe decorative baubles fits perfectly with the minimalistic
tone of a Scandinavian Christmas. But Christmas comes just once a year, so why not give the house an extra
splash of luxurious decadence?
The new Rhombe baubles in silver or gold rise to that decorative decadence with convincing style. These
small beauties, with their well-known, eye-catching relief pattern, are designed to bring class and
sophistication to the holiday season – alone, in pairs or as a group. They are also supremely elegant when
combined with the other, more subtle colors in the collection. Adding dashes of gold and silver to baubles in
pink, bordeaux and white can lift the classic Christmas ambience to new heights.

Use the Rhombe baubles to adorn winter branches, dress-up a classical Christmas tree or gather together a
small, beautiful Rhombe family in a dish or under a glass cloche. Mix the varied colours together with
confidence, as each one is carefully chosen to complement the others.
In addition to the glittering silver and gold, this year a dark grey Rhombe bauble is also available. All of the
baubles, along with the rest of the collection, bear the iconic Lyngby Porcelæn stamp - your guarantee of
porcelain produced in the finest quality. Exactly what you would expect from the tradition-rich porcelain
factory.
Rhome Bauble (Ø 8.5 cm) is priced at EUR 20.00 (RRP) in dark grey and at EUR 25.00 (RRP) in gold or silver.
The Rhome collection includes baubles in light green, nude, bordeaux, white, midnight blue, grey,
Copenhagen green and light pink, or as a bell in white.
The new collection will be available from mid-September.
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